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Executive Summary
Faith in Action (FIA) is going to be facing a lot of changes in rebranding their image. The main
objective as a non-profit organization is to increase more volunteers in the Bloomington-Normal
area. The partner congregations are where most of the volunteers are going to be saturated within
their target audience. By implementing a new marketing plan, FIA will be able to reach the target
audience that they need to volunteer, donate, or receive their numerous services.
This campaign is planned to increase the overall number of volunteers and donors in Faith in
Action.










The proposed campaign target audience profile will include:
o Baby Boomer generation that are the ages of 50-75 years old, that are willing to
help the local community that has a lot of free time, willing to work with the
elderly, and is family oriented with patience and good communication skills.
o High school and college students that are the ages of 16-25 years old, that is
involved with the community and a part of the church. They are looking to
volunteer to help build their resumes and they must be friendly, caring, patient,
and have good communication skills.
Campaign Messages
o Volunteering is an enjoyable experience.
o Volunteering a short amount of time to give back not only helps those in need of
FIA’s services, but helps the entire community.
Behavioral Objectives are:
o Increase the number of volunteers
o increase the amount of donations
○ Increase Facebook and Twitter followers
○ Increase web page views for upcoming events, sign ups, etc.
The campaign objectives are:
o Increase top of the mind awareness among non-for-profit organizations
o Increase overall volunteers and donations
o Make community aware of the variety of services offered
o Change common perceptions of volunteer-based word
The proposed creative platform is:
o We plan to increase awareness by illustrating the success of prior efforts and the
need to continue providing services for the care receivers.
o In order to reach this goal, we will develop a marketing plan to reach our target
markets of volunteers and donors which are baby boomers and students.
o Our marketing plan will mostly consist of a combination of advertisements, public
relations, and social media.












Ad layouts include:
o Direct mail - sent to the target market by zip code encouraging volunteering with
FIA
o Volunteer t-shirts - distributed to volunteers, acts as a personal moving billboard
o Bulletins - Placed in schools, churches, and around the community to drive
volunteers
o Social media - Facebook/Twitter to reach out to current and potential volunteers
and donors
o Thank you letters - thanking current and previous volunteers and donors for their
committed service to the organization
o Emails -Easily contact all affiliates to the organization in email bursts
o Bumper sticker - a small form of a moving billboard, magnetized for easy
removal and gives owners the choice of when to use it
o Church publications - Reaching the local congregations through rack cards and
other mediums in their weekly newsletters or bulletins.
Copy Testing:
o Copy testing was completed to let us further analyze proposed bulletin ideas. By
receiving feedback on the two bulletins, we were able to more accurately choose
which one would appeal to our target audiences.
o Our copy tests showed which of our proposed bulletins from two different target
audiences will be the most effective in reaching our target audience through its ad
appeal and positioning statement.
The media schedule included:
o Direct mail to be sent out every 3 months or whenever a major event is coming
o Bulletin flyers to be posted continuously for the first 2 months, and then post 50
bulletin flyers each month
o 1 post on Facebook and Twitter every week
o Thank you cards to be sent out a week after involvement of the organization
through volunteering and donation
o Send out an email on a weekly basis
o Bumper stickers will be handed out to new volunteers and current volunteers
o Church publications will be handed out weekly
In order to measure the success of this campaign Faith in Action should conduct follow
up surveys to track their progress. These interviews will evaluate the top-of-mind
awareness, recognition of the organization, and change in perceptions of Faith in Action,
and the effectiveness of this marketing plan.
Effectiveness measures
communication tracking studies
o Conduct surveys similar to beginning survey.
o Completed quarterly throughout campaign





Increase top of mind awareness of faith in action as a non-profit
organization
 Increase recognition of faith in action as a non-profit organization
 Replace misconceptions of volunteering at Faith in Action
Behavioral tracking is proposed to monitor campaign progress and allow for adjustments
in budget and which forms of advertising and communication work best for the
organization.

Section I
Situation Analysis

Background on Situation
Faith in Action (FIA) in Bloomington-Normal started 10 years ago with a mission to help seniors
in the community who did not have any form of transportation and wanted to maintain their life
of independence. PATH, a social service agency, helped incorporate FIA to meet this need [1].
It has grown from simple doctor visits to multiple forms of help for the elderly.
While trying to expand FIA, it has been difficult to gain more care receivers. Meeting with local
clubs and organizations has not seemed to improve this fact. This presents a problem because
for Faith in Action to grow, they must expand, and they cannot expand without an increase in
budget and volunteers which need to be obtained from other areas. In order to be a care recipient
one must be over the age of 60 and their home must be located in Bloomington-Normal,
Hayworth, Hudson, or Towanda [1]. Faith in Action needs a way to reach these crowds to begin
expanding further.
FIA’s current efforts are focused to increase volunteers. To reach these volunteers Faith in
Action utilizes presentations to various congregations in the McLean County area and other
groups of people to provide insight as well as hopefully increase the word of mouth. Twentyfive congregations have committed to support Faith in Action, but involvement may have
slightly diminished lately. Despite this, community awareness overall is low especially with
social workers who should otherwise be major references for those in need [1]. Additionally,
reaching new volunteers and perspective sponsorships has been limited to individuals who are
connected to Faith in Action and their connections to local businesses.
Congregations are the main source of volunteers. They make up 75-80% of the volunteers at
FIA, and 15% of donations also come from congregations [1]. There are more donations from
volunteers than care receivers in this case. Faith in Action is trying to convince local
organizations to donate, but without awareness, it is difficult to gain those donations. There are a
few local businesses that donate, but the bulk of donations come from volunteers. The story of
Faith in Action needs to get out so the public knows what type of service is being provided to
their community. FIA knows it has a need to market to the general public. Citizens outside of
congregations and volunteer networks have been the hardest to reach. Faith in Action is open to
a marketing budget with a cap of approximately $5000 [1].
Regarding IMC strategy, FIA changes the banners on each print media to relate to current events.
They know that they need to increase their social media experience, and with an increased
budget hope to accomplish this. Faith in Action implements multiple taglines. These taglines are
long and not easy to remember and they are hoping to find one that explains what they do that is
short and simple. Faith in Action is free to market as they deem necessary as there are no
guidelines to marketing given by the National Volunteer Caregiving Network, their parent
organization.

The NVCN (National Volunteer Caregiving Network) is the umbrella that all of the other FIA
organizations fall under. Many organizations have strayed from the Faith in Action name, but
they all fall under the NVC Network. This network offers tools to each independent organization
that can be utilized to market their organizations. The NVCN also offers extensive online
training for volunteers. Volunteer orientation is mandatory upon signing up to drive and
volunteer regularly. Newsletters are snail mailed 4 times a year to care receivers. FIA attends 3
senior expos a year in June, August, and July to advertise for their organization.
Ten years ago the Robert Wood Johnson Foundation completed research and found there was a
strong need for senior services like FIA to keep seniors independent [1]. These researchers
concluded that with a small expense, the quality of life of seniors can increase drastically and
keep them independent much longer. This foundation provided seed money to begin this process
and Faith in Action Bloomington-Normal was the last organization to receive a $50,000 grant
[1].
Fundraising includes two main segments which are donations and volunteers. If both increase
steadily, the sky's the limit for Faith in Action. Donations are mainly used for continued
operations, and software, including ride scheduler, which is vital to the organization for planning
purposes. Ride scheduler allows Faith in Action to take in a volunteer request and match the
volunteer with a care receiver. Volunteers are also able to see all schedules on the software and
can change their availability. This also increases the quality of volunteers. It is linked to Google
maps so finding the address is extremely convenient. Notes can also be added to the schedule if
there is pertinent information to be given about the care receiver. Faith in Action believes that a
better system to obtain contact information would improve the organization greatly. Lists are not
updated as much as they should be or as effectively, and a new program may resolve this issue.
The rest of the donations go to four part-time employees who run the office.
Yard cleanup is a once a year day where FIA matches with other groups to help rake leaves for
their care receivers. This gets more of the community involved, and can even start to involve
college students. Younger people would be key to help with physical help. Consistency is an
issue for this event that has caused it to be somewhat unsuccessful.
Faith in Action provides 9000 total rides per year, 5000 of which are medically related [1].
Groceries and friendly visits are not recorded by number, but rather by matching a volunteer to a
care receiver. In this case, a volunteer goes every two weeks to visit their care receiver to
maintain a bit of consistency for the receiver. All rides are recorded for grant and insurance
purposes. FIA has an insurance policy that covers all drivers and their vehicles while they are
volunteering. Friendly visits are twice a month and one can volunteer for more than one person.

Volunteer and caregivers ages are going up. Younger people are greatly needed to act as
volunteers. Videos are one way that FIA connects with the public. There is a new video for
every Gala which attempts to increase awareness, loosen the pocketbook, and spread information
about the organization. Anyone can attend Galas, especially local businesses. Facebook posts
and other social media posts are used to increase the exposure in the community for Galas. Faith
in Action is also currently searching for a nice, better way to praise volunteers. Education days
are currently implemented to explain dialysis and other illnesses to teach volunteers how to help
each case specifically. A lot of competitors only offer curb to curb service. FIA takes a more
personal approach and offers door to door service and more if needed.
Non-traditional volunteers are accepted and appreciated. Full time employees at local businesses
can give rides before and after work. Faith in Action is struggling to stress flexibility. It is easy
to volunteer. FIA only asks to do what you can, when you can. Regarding volunteer age, the
average age is 67. It is rare to find volunteers under the retirement age. Thirty percent of senior
volunteers are over the age of 80. If volunteers don’t volunteer for over a year they are
contacted. Volunteers are contacted on a somewhat regular basis, but they need to find a better
way to keep up communication. There must be a better balance between volunteers and care
receivers. There are currently 350-500 care-receivers and only 250-300 volunteers in any 12month period [1]. Presently there is a 1 or 1.5:1 volunteer: care receiver ratio. Needs for services
will only increase. Especially medical transportation as the age of care receivers increase.
Overall, Faith in Action is currently set up to succeed. By implementing our suggested
marketing plan, it will take the organization to the next level. More volunteers and carereceivers will join the organization, and expanding will happen naturally. By following the few
plans outlined in this document, FIA will become one of the top non-for-profit organizations in
the Bloomington-Normal area.

Background References
[1] Herr, Doretta. Executive Director, Faith in Action, Class Visit, January 27, 2016.

Product/Service Offering
Services
Faith in Action provides spiritual, physical, and emotional support to seniors 60 years and over
and their caregivers to maintain independence, dignity, and improved quality of life [1]. They
accomplish this through an interfaith network of volunteers, congregations and community
organizations. Faith in Action works in the community providing friendly home visits,
transportation to/from doctor visits and for groceries, and also helps with chores for the elderly
such as yard work or cleaning. They also work flexibly to incorporate the schedules of the
volunteers and those in need [1].
Friendly Home Visits
Volunteers at Faith in Action provide friendly home visits as requested by the care receivers [2].
They provide a variety of services while at the home visits. Volunteers offer home maintenance
during the visits as well as companionship. One of the biggest services that Faith in Action
focuses on is spending time with the care receivers and building relationships with them. It is
important that the care receivers feel a connection with the care givers and form a bond with
them to ensure that the home visits are beneficial to the volunteers and the recipients.
Transportation
Another service that volunteers offer is transportation [2]. The main places that care receivers
request transportation to and from is to the grocery store and doctor visits. Not only do the
volunteers drive care receivers to the grocery store, but they also help them shop while providing
companionship and the opportunity for them to get out of their home. These services provided to
the care receivers offer them the opportunity to remain somewhat independent while performing
daily activities that they might not be able to do otherwise.
Chores
Volunteers provide services such as minor maintenance, and seasonal activities like raking
leaves and shoveling snow for the care receivers [2]. These services provide the recipients the
opportunity to stay in their own home while not having to worry about the upkeep if they are
unable to do it on their own. These small improvements make a huge impact on the care
receiver's quality of life.
Quality
Faith in Action focuses on a quality experience for both the care receivers and the volunteers
who dedicate their spare time to helping the elderly in the surrounding community. The main
goal for Faith in Action is to provide the elderly community the opportunity to stay in the
comfort of their own home and remain somewhat independent with the help of volunteers to help

with tasks around the house as well as provide transportation for those who need it. The
relationships that are formed through the opportunity to volunteer and the opportunity to stay in
one’s home for as long as possible creates the positive perception that both the volunteers and
care receivers are positively impacted by this experience.
Distinct Design Features or Attributes
In our depth interviews 9 out of the 15 participants said that when they look for an organization
to volunteer for, one of the biggest factors was that the target markets wanted to be able to
volunteer without a minimum time commitment and wanted something that was easy for them to
get involved in [refer to Appendix A for the depth interview method and results]. This will be
important to focus on for Faith in Action to stress in their promotion efforts since they offer a
unique way for volunteers to be involved in the community. It will be important for them to talk
about the online sign up system (RideScheduler) to pick a time to volunteer or to pick a specific
ride that they want to give and people they would like to help if they have a preference.
Intangible, Symbolic, Aesthetic, and Experiential Aspects
There are many rewards for both the caregivers as well as the care-receivers. Faith in Action
offers more than just friendly home visits, transportation and chores, it offers the opportunity for
long lasting quality relationships. As volunteers work consistently with care-receivers, they make
connections with each other. Not only will the relationships provide a welcome sense of
community involvement and service but the volunteers also achieve a sense of fulfillment. Also,
this is made easy for them because there is no time commitment for the volunteers since there are
flexible work hours.
Usage situation
Faith in Action provides services to the elderly in the community that wish to stay in their own
homes and remaining independent while still receiving help from other in the community. The
services provided range from driving to and from doctor appointments to friendly home visits
and some household chores requested by the recipient. The care recipient is able to call Faith in
Action and request a ride or any other service that they might need some additional help with.
The primary target audience for Faith in Action volunteers is the baby boomer generation that
have retired or have some extra free time on their hands and are more than willing to donate their
time to help others in need in the community. This target market places great emphasis on
helping out the community and tends to be involved in the church as well as the community as a
whole. They may be recently retired with free time and may be empty nesters with grown
children. They are also patient and have an interest in working with the elderly population and
may have some older family members who have received similar care or are currently and they
would like to give back.

The second target audience for Faith in Action volunteers is high school and college students
who are looking to get involved in the community as well. This audience is family oriented and
may have older family members. They also have the patience to help out the elderly community.
They may already be involved in after school programs or in extra-curricular activities such as
registered student organizations at Illinois State University and are looking to do more for the
community. This group might also have a minimum requirement for volunteer hours and are
looking for something that is flexible for their busy schedules but also gives them the feeling of
making a difference in the community.
Seasonal Fluctuations
While Faith in Action provides year round services to the elderly there are some differences in
how often requests are made by the care receivers and how many community members are
willing to volunteer at a time. Services that remain constant for the most part are the rides that
are provided to and from doctor appointments and to the grocery stores and also the in home
visits. Services that can be provided by Faith in Action can fluctuate in the different seasons. For
example, household chores that the elderly request help for can vary from leaf removal in the
fall, to snow removal in the winter, and minor improvements to the exterior of the home in the
summer and spring. The number of volunteers varies as well. There may be more community
members who are willing to volunteer their time in the warmer months as opposed to the colder
months because of the hassle of the snow and cold temperatures. High school as well as some
college students will also be able to volunteer more of their time in the summer months when
they are not in school full time and have free time to help out the community.
Market Constraints
As volunteers are needed by the care receiver's, time and weather have a profound effect on their
availability as well as their demand. Time is especially inelastic because there is only so much
time in which people have the ability to volunteer. This is especially critical during certain times
of the year. For example, holidays and the change of seasons create situations in which there will
be a higher demand of volunteers, as well as a decrease in their availability to volunteer.
With a willing body of volunteers there is still a market constraint in how people perceive
volunteer organizations and their required commitment. Faith in Action does not require a time
commitment since they utilize a software system to manage the volunteers and their hours. Also,
they are very flexible when it comes to the actual hours that the volunteers are providing their
services.
Strengths and Weaknesses
Faith in Action already has a system in place that effectively manages their volunteers and care
receivers. They have a history of extremely satisfied care receivers, a great reputation in the
community, as well as a committed group of volunteers. They have great connections with

multiple ministries and service agencies that allow them to reach more people as well as
resources.
Despite their strengths in their management, reputation, and volunteers there is a growing
demand for their service with an aging population. Due to this, there is an expanding need for
volunteers as well as donations to help service those in need. There is a lack of community
awareness of Faith in Action and what exactly they do. This is mostly due to a lack of marketing
efforts and the size of the organization.
Channel of Distribution
Faith in Action is located at 705 E. Lincoln St. #110 in Normal, Illinois. Their office is open
from 9:00 a.m. to 4:00 p.m. Monday through Thursday, and 9:00 a.m. to 12:30 p.m. on Friday’s
[3]. Their services are not constrained by the hours of their office. Their volunteers are
coordinated as to when they will provide the service to the care receivers and when the
volunteers are available. Volunteers can help by providing transportation, home visits, and doing
chores as required by the nature of the task. For example, Doctor visits are usually during the day
whereas transportation for errands and in home visits are more flexible for the volunteers. When
a care receiver needs a service or a volunteer wishes to help out they both call the Faith in Action
office to set up future services.
Implications for IMC
Due to the lack of community awareness, need for more volunteers and donations, and
misperceptions surrounding Faith in Action, there is a definite need to inform the community of
the organization. Through social media and the various connections with ministries and service
agencies, the community may become more knowledgeable about the needs of the organization
and what they can do to help. Faith in Action could gain more community awareness through
public service announcements, social marketing, and certainly word-of-mouth.

Product/Service Offering References
[1] “Home Page” Faith in Action Bloomington-Normal, Illinois. N.p., 2016 Web.13 Feb
2016.<http://public.bnfia.org/>
[2]“Volunteers” Faith in Action Bloomington-Normal, Illinois. N.p., 2016 Web 13 Feb 2016.
<http://public.bnfia.org/care-receivers/>
[3] “Who We Are” Faith in Action Bloomington-Normal, Illinois. N.p., 2016 Web.13 Feb 2016.
<http://public.bnfia.org/who-we-are/>

Industry (Best Practices)/Competition/Barriers
Industry
Faith in Action is a 501(c)(3), nonprofit, charitable organization. According to the National
Center for Charitable Statistics, “Nonprofit organizations include everything from neighborhood
associations that meet a couple of times a year and have no assets, to large universities and
foundations with billions of dollars in assets. They include soup kitchens and traditional charities
that serve the poor as well as a local church, the Chamber of Commerce, the Sierra Club, the
United Steel Workers Labor Union, and the Metropolitan Opera. Nonprofit organizations can be
divided by the subsection of the United States Internal Revenue Code 501(c) [1].” There are
1,548,644 tax-exempt organizations in the US. These nonprofit organizations can be further
segmented into 3 categories, private foundations, public charities, and “other” types of nonprofits
that include things like fraternal organizations and chambers of commerce. Faith in Action would
be considered a public charity. It is one of the 1,076,208 public charities in the US [1]. In 2013,
public charities reported over $1.74 trillion in total revenues and $1.63 trillion in total expenses,
twenty-one percent of this total revenue coming from contributions, gifts, and government
grants. Approximately 25.3% of Americans over age 16 volunteered in an organization between
September 2010 and September 2014. According to US Bureau of Labor Statistics’ Economic
News Release for 2015, 35 to 44-year-olds and 44 to 54-year-olds were the most likely to
volunteer. These two groups volunteered at rates of 28.9% and 28%, respectively. 20 to 24year-olds had the lowest volunteer rate at 18.4%, while teenagers (16 to 19-year-olds) had a
relatively high rate, at 26.4% [2]. In 2014, charitable contributions by individuals, foundations,
bequests, and corporations reached $358.38 billion. After adjusting for inflation, this was a 7.1%
uptick from the previous year. The third largest portion, of these donations went to human
service organizations like Faith in Action [3].
Best Practices
Meals on Wheels of America is an organization formally established in the US in 1974. It
operates in a network of over 5,000 independently-run local programs all across the nation [4].
“Meals on Wheels” is a household name and a subsidiary that can be found in nearly every
community in the country. This is a great company for FIA to study, because both of their
missions to help the elderly live a more secure life at home, align so closely. Another reason is
that their target demographics of volunteers and donors are exactly the same.
Meals on Wheels of America had done a well at acquiring major sponsorship and partners. They
have partnered with Subaru to launch an Online Volunteer Drive to serve more seniors. This
drive aims at connecting more interested volunteers with Meals on Wheels [5]. Other major
collaborators include the Gary and Mary West Foundation, who supply Meals on Wheels with
applied medical research, policy and advocacy initiatives with outcomes-based funding [4]. They

do a very good job a publicizing these collaborations through through local broadcast stations.
Reaching out to local news and radio stations is something FIA should look into. This gives
local reporters easy news stories that are valuable to the community as a whole. These ideas
along with the current rebranding the Meals on Wheels of America is going through are great
reason to further study the organization.
Competition
There are many volunteering opportunities available for all ages in the Bloomington - Normal
area. Faith in Action’s major competitors are the YWCA, Habitat for Humanity and Home Sweet
Home Ministries. The leading organization for volunteers is Habitat for Humanity because they
have between 1,200 - 1,400 individuals dedicating their time to this non-profit. Home Sweet
Home Ministries follows with over 1,000 volunteers yearly with about 200 active helpers. The
YWCA has around 800 helpers and Faith in Action has about 340 active volunteers. Figure 1
provides a visual of how each organization compares regarding volunteer numbers, reflecting
“market share”.

Figure 1. Market Share - Volunteers - Faith in Action vs. Competitors

Sources: [7,8,9]
"Introduction." Habitat for Humanity of McLean County. Habitat for Humanity, 24 June 2013.
Web. 02 Mar. 2016. <http://www.habitatmclean.org/content/introduction>.
Smith, Linda. "Home Sweet Home Ministries Interview." Telephone interview. 2 Mar. 2016.
Bozarth, Chelsey. "YWCA Interview." Telephone interview. 2 Mar. 2016.

YWCA
The YWCA of McLean County is a nonprofit organization with over 100 years of service to the
local community. They are aimed at self-determined social change for women of all racial,
ethnic, and economic groups [6].
Strengths: The YWCA has several programs that align directly with those of FIA, including
transportation (Medivan) and homecare services for the elderly. This organization dedicates
$25,000 toward marketing [6]. Faith in Action does not have the same capital as YWCA to use
various marketing channels; FIA has to be as creative and effective to the best of their monetary
ability. The YWCA’s marketing efforts include all types of advertising from local advertising
through the radio, print advertisements like brochures and other tangibles, materials for giveaway
prizes, and local signage. Faith in Action has produced similar advertisements that match
YWCA’s ability from print/email newsletters to signage to other advertising materials.
Weaknesses: One benefit of FIA compared to Medivan is that Faith in Action volunteers will go
into the homes and assist people who need help to the vehicle. Another service that they provide
is called, “The Retired & Senior Volunteer Program,” and it matches older people who want to
volunteer with causes for them to work with [6]. FIA can appeal to volunteers who don’t wish to
make such lofty time commitments.
Habitat for Humanity
Habitat for Humanity is an organization that focuses on building houses that are decent to live in
and are guided by Christian values [7].
Strengths: Habitat for Humanity requires all types of people to volunteer in order to build their
houses. Volunteers include people who are build site crew members, retired crew that assist with
services, a women build crew, people needed to assist with ReStore duties, refreshments delivery
people, and office volunteers. These various duties allow for prospective volunteers to choose
from a variety of jobs, whereas, Faith in Action volunteers are limited to driving and at-home
activities. It’s, also, fairly easy to become a volunteer for Habitat for Humanity because one only
has to sign-up online and sign a release and liability waiver, where FIA requires its volunteers to
take the time to perform background checks, provide proof of a driver’s license and auto
insurance, and complete an application that consists of two reference forms. This may sway
prospective volunteers away from Faith in Action because its volunteer application process is not
as simple as Habitat for Humanities.
Weaknesses: The physical work performed for the on-site jobs may turn away prospective
volunteers because there are possibilities of incurring an injury. If one cannot carry more than a
certain amount or does not have full range of motion, then this opportunity is not ideal. Among

the physical work, a volunteer has to have some skill with utilizing power tools and have the
ability to perform handy work like properly nailing an item.
Home Sweet Home Ministries
Home Sweet Home Ministries provides food and shelter to bring hope to those who are hungry,
homeless and hungry under the supervision of Christ [8].
Strengths: Similar to Habitat for Humanity, they have a very simple volunteer application to fill
out, whereas, already mentioned, Faith in Action has a time consuming application that many
may not want to proceed with.
Weaknesses: Some volunteer duties that would be performed by Home Sweet Home Ministries
are monthly such as deep cleaning of the shelter, handy work, grounds clean-up, moving
furniture, painting, and vacuum repairs [8]. These types of volunteer duties may not be as
appealing to prospective volunteers. Faith in Action’s volunteer tasks are much more interactive
with people and they might prefer this type of experience over what Home Sweet Home
Ministries provides. Home Sweet Home Ministries, also, operates based on a strong Christian
belief system, which, again, could discourage prospective volunteers.
Implications for IMC
Faith in Action should utilize their main competitor’s weaknesses to their advantage and
capitalize on their own strengths to encourage prospective volunteers to choose this organization.
Since those who want to volunteer have plenty of options to choose from in the BloomingtonNormal area, Faith in Action has to become an attractive opportunity. If needed, the non-profit
organization should consider creating a much smoother application process and market why their
organization is the best volunteer experience.

Industry (Best Practices)/Competition/Barriers References
[1]"Business Master File." NCCS. N.p., n.d. Web. 02 Mar. 2016.
[2]"Volunteering in the United States, 2015." U.S. Bureau of Labor Statistics. U.S. Bureau of
Labor Statistics, 25 Feb. 2016. Web. 02 Mar. 2016
[3]"Giving USA." Giving USA. Lilly Family School of Philanthropy, 2015. Web. 02 Mar. 2016.
[4]"About Meals on Wheels America." About Meals on Wheels America. N.p., n.d. Web. 02
Mar. 2016.
[5]"Meals on Wheels America, Subaru Launch Online Volunteer Drive to Serve More Seniors,
Meet Escalating Demand." India Automobile News (2015): n. pag. LexisNexis Academic
[LexisNexis]. Web. 2 Mar. 2016.
[6]"What We Do." - YWCA McLean County. YWCA USA, n.d. Web. 02 Mar. 2016.
[7] "Introduction." Habitat for Humanity of McLean County. Habitat for Humanity, 24 June
2013. Web. 02 Mar. 2016. <http://www.habitatmclean.org/content/introduction>.
[8] Smith, Linda. "Home Sweet Home Ministries Interview." Telephone interview. 2 Mar. 2016.
[9] Bozarth, Chelsey. "YWCA Interview." Telephone interview. 2 Mar. 2016.

Analysis of Past Advertising/IMC & Financial Picture
In order to create an effective marketing plan for Faith in Action, we need to review the past
advertisements that were used for Faith in Action and evaluate each of them to improve our
understanding of the nonprofit landscape. We would also need to evaluate our competitor’s past
advertisements and how much money is spent on each of them to help improve Faith in Action’s
awareness towards local communities. We have an in depth overview of Faith in Action and its
competitors: Habitat for Humanity, YWCA, and Home Sweet Home Ministries of their past
advertisements and its expenditures of how much each marketing platform is spent.
Previous Positioning
Faith in Action has been positioned to be a caring non- profit organization that helps cater to
senior citizens to fulfil their needs of care in the comfort of their own home that are of ages 6085 years old. Their main objective was to gain new volunteers that are in the ages of 35-40 to
devote their free time and care give the participants. They have used traditional and social media
platforms to reach Baby Boomers and college students in Bloomington IL, and across central
Illinois.
The marketing tools that Faith in Action has used to generate awareness for donations and
volunteers include:
●
Website
●
Third-party websites
●
Social Media
●
Flyers
●
Business Cards
●
Rack cards
●
Event Flyers
●
Newsletters
Past Advertising Exhibits
Website
A website is vital to any organization. This is especially true for Faith in Action. The website
simply states the organization’s mission statement, allows for multiple ways to submit donations,
and is very easy to navigate if one is searching for a specific item. (Refer to Exhibit 1-2 to see
examples). Fundraisers are shared here as well as event postings and newsletters. Links are
posted for easy access to FIA social media accounts. Faith in Action has also created multiple
videos to convey that what is done through this organization is truly helpful to the seniors in the
community. The website is also utilized to share the multiple congregations who volunteer with
Faith in Action. It’s also used to get info and used the Ride Scheduler software for volunteer
signups to provide rides for volunteers to use for their care recipient.

Exhibit 1 - Website Header

Source: Faith in Action, client visit, Jan. 27 2016
Exhibit 2 - Website

Source: public.bnfia.org

Business Cards:
The business cards are used to present the organization professionally by presenting the card to
churches, community centers, and local businesses. (Refer to Exhibit 3 to see the Faith in Action
business card) The front of the card presents general contact info with phone number, email,
website link and social media platforms to contact Faith in Action. The back of the card presents
the general services that it provides to senior citizens within the Bloomington-Normal area
Exhibit 3- FIA Business Cards

Exhibit 3- Business Card: Front/Back

Source:

Faith in Action, client visit, Jan. 27

2016
Flyers:
The flyers were used to help promote Faith in Action through upcoming events, general
information, and also explain why one should join Faith in Action from reviews of past
volunteers telling their experiences about the organization. (Refer to Exhibit 4-6 to see the Faith
in Action event flyers) Most of the flyers that are made are colorful, with pictures and containing
a lot of information within the year of 2016.

Exhibit 4- Gala Event Flyer

Source: Faith in Action, client visit, Jan. 27 2016
Exhibit 5 – Flyer Example

Source: Faith in Action, client visit, Jan. 27 2016

Exhibit 6 – FIA Annual Trip Flyer

Newsletters
The newsletters are used to help promote Faith in Action’s upcoming events towards volunteers
and recipients within the organization. (Refer to Exhibit 7 to see the Faith in Action Newsletter)
The newsletters are usually mailed out 4 times a year, usually during every season of the year.
Newsletters will explain what the event is going to be about, the date and time of the event, and
it also contains info on how you can provide donations to the organization throughout the year.

Exhibit 7 - Newsletter

Source: Faith in Action, client visit, Jan. 27 2016
Third-Party Websites
The third-party websites are mainly used for generating new awareness among future volunteers
from another source. They will display the general info of who Faith in Action is and what they
do, along with having basic contact info and directions to get to their offices. (Refer to Exhibit 8
to see a third party website) Third-party websites sometimes target other Non-profit
organizations that want to partner with Faith in Action to help each other out.
Third Party Links
https://www.volunteermatch.org/search/org722882.jsp
http://www.yellowpages.com/bloomington-il/mip/faith-in-action-509413545
http://uwaymc.galaxydigital.com/agency/detail/?agency_id=10833
http://www.manta.com/c/mmszzvr/faith-in-action

Exhibit 8 – Third Party Website

Source: https://www.volunteermatch.org/search/org722882.jsp
Social Media:
Faith in Action’s social media is used to share events, trending news regarding non-for-profits,
and reminders. (Refer to Exhibit 9 to see a Facebook post from Faith in Action) By utilizing
these social media pages, Faith in Action makes it easy for potential and current volunteers to
access information on the organization. Marketing campaigns can also be translated into
multiple posts on these pages which will further the message that FIA is conveying. They have
about 538 likes on Facebook, and their posts are up to date but are not consistent in generating
multiple posts each week. They post upcoming events and public announcements on their
Facebook page. They also have a Twitter page that has about 147 followers, containing photos
and videos on their Twitter page. They also post upcoming events and public announcements and
are fairly up to date.

Exhibit 9 – Social Media Post
Sources: https://www.facebook.com/bnfia/?fref=ts
https://twitter.com/bnfia/status/684130663285403649

Rack Cards
The rack cards are mainly used to explain the general info of what Faith in Action is, what they
do, and how you can get involved. It mainly targets volunteers but, it also helps target new
recipients that are in need of care with contact info. (Refer to Exhibit 10 to see the Faith in
Action rack card) The rack card shows a colorful background with pictures of volunteers and
recipients doing activities and explaining why you should volunteer for Faith in Action. The rack
cards are usually placed in waiting rooms of a doctor’s office, mailed out to local residents in the
Bloomington-Normal area, and are given out to local church groups that have the spare time to
volunteer.

Exhibit 10 - Rack Card

Source: Faith in Action, client visit, Jan. 27 2016
Home Sweet Home Ministries
Home Sweet Home Ministries uses a variety of marketing tools to promote themselves on
the web including: social media, a website, and third-party websites. (Refer to Exhibit 11
to see a third party website from Home Sweet Home Ministries) They also used different
types of traditional media like print, public relations, thrift stores, public events. Home
Sweet Home Ministries has about 2,470 likes on Facebook and shows a background
picture on their Facebook page promoting an upcoming event. (Refer to Exhibit 12 to see
a Facebook post from Home Sweet Home Ministries) They post multiple times per week
and are up to date when making public announcements. They have 24 followers on
LinkedIn. (Refer to Exhibit 13 to see their LinkedIn page) Their LinkedIn page shows a
basic description about the organization, but the page is generic in that it doesn’t show a
cover picture background and doesn’t explain specific info. They have their own main
website to operate and it’s very detailed throughout the whole website with pictures,
specific info, and links to where you can make donations or even volunteer. They use
their thrift stores mainly to generate additional revenue from the sales it generates.

Exhibit 11 – HSHM Third Party Website
Source: https://hshministries.org/home

Exhibit 12 – HSHM Facebook Post

Exhibit 13 – HSHM LinkedIn Page

Sources: https://www.linkedin.com/company/home-sweet-home-ministries-inc

Home Sweet Home Ministries is also available in these websites:
●
●
●

http://www.missionmart.org/home
http://www.charitynavigator.org/index.cfm?bay=search.summary&orgid=15293#.VtUO9Pkr
LIU
http://www.mcleanvolunteer.org/agency/detail/?agency_id=10841

YWCA
YWCA has also used a combination of web and traditional media to reach their target
audiences across Central Illinois. Their web presence includes third-party websites, social
media, and a blog. For their traditional media, they promote articles from the
Pantagraph, flyers, public relations, and public events. The YWCA has about 1,200 likes
on Facebook. (Refer to Exhibit 14 to see a Facebook post from the YWCA) They utilize
their Facebook page to promote upcoming events and announcements. They post multiple
times per week and are up to date. (Refer to Exhibit 15 to see the Twitter page of
YWCA) They have used Twitter since April of 2012, and has about 596 followers on
Twitter. They post frequently about public announcements and are up to date. They also
use Pinterest, which has about 11 boards, 100 pins, 57 likes and 155 followers. (Refer to
Exhibit 16 to see the Pinterest page of YWCA) They use Pinterest to promote their
photos from their volunteer work and photos that they like to follow based on certain
topics that the YWCA cares about. Their main website that they use is a third-party
website from McLean County. They don’t really own a personal website, so their
creativity and information about the organization is very broad and limited to interacting
with the user that is looking up information about the organization.

Exhibit 14 – YWCA Facebook

Exhibit 15 – YWCA Twitter

Exhibit 16 – YWCA Pinterest

Sources: https://www.facebook.com/YWCAMcLeanCounty/,
https://twitter.com/ywcamclean
https://www.pinterest.com/ywcamclean/
YWCA is available at these other websites:
● http://www.ywcamclean.org/site/c.bsIMI3NHKfK4F/b.8085657/k.BF17/Home.htm
● http://www.yellowpages.com/bloomington-il/mip/ywca-8382482
● https://ywcamcleanblog.wordpress.com/2016/02/12/finding-your-happy-place/
Habitat for Humanity
Habitat for Humanity has an affiliate office where volunteer and donations are handled.
A ReStore/thrift shop can also be found at a separate location. (Refer to Exhibit 17 to see
Habitat for Humanity’s website page) Habitat for Humanity provides their own website
to send information about upcoming events and announcements. This ReStore increases
exposure to the organization while providing gently used items to the public and also
generates extra income that the organization can use. Habitat for Humanity does have a
local Facebook page with 1,379 likes. They also utilize Facebook pages for both Illinois
State University and Illinois Wesleyan University. All pages only post a couple times a
week. They do not have a local Twitter page or Pinterest account, but the organization

does have accounts for both the organization and the ReStore that are fairly inactive.
Habitat for Humanity is also implementing a LinkedIn account, but it is incomplete and
does not have the basics completed.

Exhibit 17 – Habitat Website

Source:www.habitatmclean.org
IMC Expenditures
Faith in Action

From Doretta’s class visit we have found that FIA does not have an exact, detailed budget for
their marketing because most of their expenses are used for transportation rides and gas, part
time employees, and public events. The main reason why their marketing budget is an estimated
$1k-2k is because they are willing to open up a budget with that amount. They don’t pay
anything in promoting their social media platforms. Most of the marketing budget is spent on
public events and print advertising. Their public events show a great amount in generating
donations to help fund their expenses in operating their organization and for future events.

Table. 1 Estimated 2015 Total IMC Budget – FIA & Competitors
Nonprofits

Budget

Faith in
Action
(est.)

$1k-2k

% of Total
Budget

Public
Events

Print

X

Habitat For
Humanity

$4,000

YWCA

$25,000

2%

X

Home
Sweet
Home
Ministries

$55,861

1.9%

X

Social
Media

X

$6,000

Website

X

X

X

X
$6,020

Radio

X
X

$18,057

X

Habitat for Humanity
After exchanging emails with Stan Geison, the Executive Director at Habitat for Humanity, most
of the budget is spent on print advertisements. These are utilized twice a year and over 12,000
pieces are mailed out in total. 15 minutes on air per month is devoted to an interview spot on
WJBC for free. Other media mediums that are sometimes used include the Pantagraph, local
television, and news that is focusing on public interest items like the building program they have
started.
Home Sweet Home Ministries
Home Sweet Home Ministries uses a total marketing budget of $55,861. General marketing for
the agency includes $18,057 for our website and related services and $6,020 for print
advertising. This marketing primarily targets donors, but also includes volunteers. The
marketing budget is 1.9% of HSHM’s total agency budget.
YWCA
The total marketing budget for the YWCA is $25,000. This makes up 2% of the total budget. The
marketing budget is spread between local advertising, giveaways, signage, print
media/brochures, and radio spots.

IMC Implications:
Overall the IMC layouts from all of the Non-profit organizations that were mentioned in this
marketing campaign, had to deal with a small marketing budget due to limited funds. Since Faith
in Action has a smaller marketing budget than all of their competitors, they have been very
limited to what they can do to promote themselves and spread the word out towards the target
audience. Faith in Action has done a lot of promoting in print and events to spread the word out
by achieving donations and potential volunteers. They also used some social media layouts to
promote public events and announcements towards potential volunteers and donors. In order for
Faith in Action to market themselves effectively towards their target audience with a limited
budget, they need to figure out how to cut costs in printing from flyers and newsletters. They
should use more email and social media to spread the word out effectively by constantly sending
emails, posts and tweets to increase interactivity with the target audience. They can also integrate
their website and their social media platforms to each other in order for the user to look at
multiple layouts per session. By cutting costs into printing flyers and newsletters, Faith in Action
can use some of the money that has been saved into the marketing budget for future IMC layouts
that are a bit expensive than others.

Analysis of Past Advertising/IMC & Financial Picture References:
[1] Mary Ann Pullin. Chief Executive Officer. Home Sweet Home Ministries. Email, 28
February, 2016.
[2] Stan Geison. Executive Director, Habitat for Humanity McLean County. Email. 28
February, 2016.
[3] Doretta Herr. Director, Faith in Action. Client Visit. 27 January, 2016.
[4] Faith in Action. Web log post. Facebook.com. 13 Feb, 2016. Web. 28 Feb, 2016.
https://www.facebook.com/bnfia/?fref=ts
[5] Faith in Action. Web log post. Twitter.com. 13 Feb, 2016. Web. 28 Feb, 2016.
https://twitter.com/bnfia/status/684130663285403649
[6] Faith in Action. Doretta. Flyers. 2016. Print. 29 Jan 2016.
[7] Faith in Action. Doretta. Business Cards. 2016. Print. 29 Jan 2016.
[8] Faith in Action. Doretta. Newsletters. Print. 29 Jan 2016.
[9] Faith in Action. Doretta. Rack cards. Print. 29 Jan 2016.
[10] Faith in Action. Doretta. Website. 1 Feb 2016 Web. 27 Feb 2016.
Public.bnfia.org
[11] Christy Germanis. Marketing and Public Relations Director. "YWCA Competitor Info."
Telephone interview. 2 Mar. 2016.

Legal/Regulatory Environment
Overview
In January Doretta Herr and Pollyanna Spears visited our class to expose us to how Faith in
Action operates and their approach to IMC [1]. When it comes to a non-for-profit organization,
there are a few boundaries for IMC that we must be aware of when creating an IMC campaign.
Conservative Approach
Faith in Action currently has a fairly conservative approach in advertising their organization
ranging from their positioning statement to the planned events and activities they host. In order
to keep this conservative campaign current, FIA procures multiple congregations to help and join
in their cause. There are not many barriers that we must keep in mind because even though Faith
in Action uses the word “faith” in its title, they welcome all people to volunteer or receive help.
There are also no guidelines from their parent organization, the National Volunteer Caregiving
Network. This allows Faith in Action to market themselves however they see fit.
Brand Guide
Faith in Action has a fairly formal styling to their brand that they follow in all of their
advertisements and newsletters. The header for many ads and the organization’s website
contains the Faith in Action name in black font with a fun font type with the picture of a white
heart with a yellow cartoon-like explosion behind it to represent action. Refer to Exhibit 18 for
the banner layout. A pair of hands are also pictured to convey the sense of help that Faith in
Action can provide.
Exhibit 18-Banner Layout

The heart and name can be isolated and still easily can be conveyed as Faith in Action. Most ads
from Faith in Action are themed to the match current holiday or the type of season. This iconic
logo and name will be used consistently throughout all of our IMC campaign materials.
Guidelines for Local Advertising
Faith in Action needs to be aware of the any advertising regulations in the Bloomington-Normal
area and across central Illinois. FIA must follow the regulations and laws set by the Advertising
Sign Code of Bloomington and Normal [2]. These laws include statements regarding removing
signage after events, using proper grammar and the present tense, and keeping the signage within
the proper size as noted by the law. By following these easy guidelines, they will have no issue
reaching their target audience in both cities.

Legal/Regulatory Environment References
[1] Herr, Doretta. Executive Director, Faith in Action, Class Visit, January 27, 2016.
[2] “City Code”. Codes and Ordinances, Town of Bloomington, 2012.Web. March 1, 2016,
http://www.cityblm.org/index.aspx?page=262

Section II
Target Audience Profile and Campaign Objectives

Selection and Justification of Target Audience Profile
Segmentation Analysis
Population
Faith in Action’s office is housed in the Bloomington - Normal area, where there is a total
population of 128,000 [1, 2]. Faith in Action is looking to bring awareness to over 133,000
citizens in the Bloomington - Normal area. Both the primary and secondary target audiences for
Faith in Action currently live in the Bloomington - Normal area. Our marketing campaign will
reinforce the brand image to increase awareness among those target audiences. The primary
target are 50 - 75 years old and the secondary are 16 - 25 years old. Table 2 provides a
breakdown of the two areas by age.
Table 2. Bloomington-Normal Population by Age
Town

Total
Population

Approx. % of
pop.50 - 75
years old

Approx. % of
pop. 16 - 25
years old.

Bloomington

78,730

23.1%

15.6%

Normal

54,594

17.3%

37.3%

Sources:[1, 2]
"American FactFinder - Community Facts." American FactFinder - Community Facts. United
States Census Bureau, n.d. Web. 3 Feb. 2016.
<http://factfinder.census.gov/faces/nav/jsf/pages/community_facts.xhtml>.
"American FactFinder - Community Facts." American FactFinder - Community Facts. United
States Census Bureau, n.d. Web. 03 Feb. 2016.
<http://factfinder.census.gov/faces/nav/jsf/pages/community_facts.xhtml#>.
Types of People
Through primary research, we found that retirees and baby boomers were the main source of
volunteers. Most volunteers participate to contribute to the community’s well-being and dedicate
their time for more meaningful causes and organizations. We discovered through the client visit
with Executive Director, Doretta Herr, that most of the volunteers were either full-time workers
or retired individuals who would aid care receivers based on their work schedule or availability.
A full-time worker may drive a receiver to their end destination on the way to work and another
volunteer would pick that receiver up from where they are to bring them home. Current
volunteers are willing to take 20 minutes out of their work day to assist with a care receiver’s
needs.

Among full-time and retired people, there are some young, stay-at-home moms who
utilize their time to care for those in need. These moms bring their children with them, so the
care receivers are able to interact with child on a different level from an adult because it does
provide positive feelings for the recipient. In the past, Faith in Action has reached out to
registered student organizations at Illinois State University, since some student groups have a
philanthropy requirement to fulfill. Students have aided the non-profit with some volunteering
activities but were never able to maintain a consistent contact with that organization. This is why
we chose to broaden our secondary target and allow for all types of students the opportunity to
volunteer, which will be discussed later on.
Motivation of Buyers
For current volunteers, their motivation to provide services for care receivers is to gain personal
enrichment and give back to their community. For the younger market, they volunteer for the
experience and to build their resume for either job or higher education applications. Most
prospective volunteers stated that they would be interested in such an activity because they feel
giving back to the community is important and have already dedicated time and money towards
other organizations.
Non-Users
Through in-depth interviews with the target audience members, we discovered that the majority
of respondents were not aware of the organization but were willing to volunteer locally (refer to
Appendix A for a summary of the depth interview method and results). Faith in Action has the
ability to attract more volunteers because there are individuals from all ages who do not know
about this group and the services they provide for the senior citizen population. Faith in Action
can convert non-volunteers into volunteers by implementing a more strategic and effective
marketing plan. In our interviews, we found that respondents would dedicate their time to this
non-profit and similar institutions had it not been for the lack of awareness. In order to gain more
volunteers, Faith in Action must strengthen efforts to spotlight the organization among the
Bloomington-Normal population.

Target Audience Proposed for Campaign
We have decided to target the baby boomer population and high school and college students
within the Bloomington - Normal area. Refer to Table 3 for the primary and secondary target
audience profile.
Table 3. Demographics & Psychographics for Primary & Secondary Target Market
Primary Target Market: Baby
boomer generation in the
Bloomington-Normal area





Demographics










Psychographics







Secondary Target Market:
High school & college students
in Bloomington - Normal

Age: 50-75
Gender: Male and Female
Bloomington-Normal
population: 31,089 [1]
Education: High school
education and above
Marital Status: Any
All Ethnic Backgrounds
Occupation: Part-time, Fulltime, Retired
Income: $32,000+



Interests: Want to help the
community, may have older
family members
Opinions: Willing to work
with the elderly, large
discretionary income
(generous with money)
Activities: Have free time,
community and church
involved, volunteering
Personality: Family oriented,
friendly, good communication
skills, patient
Values: Emphasis on
community service, religion


















Age: 16-25 (under 18
supervision is required)
Bloomington-Normal
population: 30,570 [2]
Gender: Male and Female
Education: High school
education, Full or part time
college student
Marital Status: Pre-family,
Single
Occupation: Student, part-time
Income: Limited
Interests: Want to help the
community, may have older
family members, build
resumes
Opinions: Willing to work
with the elderly
Activities: Community and
church involved, volunteering,
extracurricular activities
Personality: Friendly, caring,
patient, good communication
skills
Values: Emphasis on
community, Possibly religious

Primary Target Market’s Demographics and Psychographics
Faith in Action primarily receives volunteer aid from the baby boomer generation, and we want
to continue to target that particular population. This generation typically ranges in ages from 50
to 75 years old, and we chose this group because they typically have some more free time as they
are approaching their retirement age. The baby boomers seem to utilize their extra time by giving
back to the community, and we hope to gauge their attention and interest. The care receivers are,
also, similar in age to these prospective volunteers, which is vital in creating a positive and
relatable experience for the receiver. Faith in Action accepts those of all marital statuses and
genders. Care receivers can come from all types of lifestyles and cultural backgrounds, so it’s
important for the volunteer population to consist of various types of individuals. The
Bloomington - Normal area houses those of different ethnic backgrounds, so the wider array of
people, the more likely a volunteer is able to connect with a care receiver. The volunteer must
have basic communication and interpersonal skills, so we do require that individuals to have the
education level of a high school diploma/GED or higher. It’s essential that volunteers know how
to communicate with the receivers. The total income of an individual is expected to be a
minimum of $32,000 because individuals may only have a part-time job; possibly a full-time
occupational commitment; or are retired and only receiving social security or living off of their
retirement fund. The amount of free-time a prospective volunteer has depends on their
occupation.
Volunteers may help the senior citizen community due to their desire to aid the community or
may have older members in similar situations and are empathetic toward the care receiver’s
situation. Those interested in dedicating their time do so because they do not have issues with
caring for individuals close in age and do not have a preference on who they are serving in
general. The same market may, also, want to donate their discretionary income towards this
cause since it is a non-profit organization and the community can benefit from it. Caregivers
within these demographics are more likely to dedicate their time to this group because they are
retiring or are retired and want to fill their free-time with something valuable. Since the
organization is supported by many local congregations and churches, Faith in Action may benefit
from continuing to communicate the need for volunteers and donations to these groups for aid. In
order to volunteer for this non-profit, it is vital for the volunteer to be family oriented or
understand the average family lifestyle; be friendly and patient because care receivers are using
these services for a reason and require special attention; and have good communication skills in
order to complete tasks for the individual. Prospective volunteers for this target market may do
so because of personal values on community service and they may putting their faith in action.

Secondary Target Market’s Demographics and Psychographics
Faith in Action’s secondary target audience consists of primarily local high school and college
students in the Bloomington-Normal area who are between the ages of 16 - 25. The non-profit
will accept volunteers of all genders because a diverse volunteer group provides a higher
likelihood of satisfied care receivers. Due to this population's’ occupation, income is very much
limited as not all college and high students work year-round or have a job. These students are
expected to have some sort income from their parents or through a part-time job - so they have
the ability to drive care receivers where they need to be. Some high school education will be
required to volunteer because it is essential that the person dedicating their time is able to be
empathetic towards the care receivers. Considering this is a younger group of individuals, their
marital status is not expected to be anything similar to the primary target market.
Like the primary target market, this audience would volunteer for Faith in Action because they
want to be more involved in the community to show that they care and use their free-time
effectively. The high school students would benefit from this experience because they would
include this opportunity on their college applications - similarly - college students would use this
experience as a resume builder for future graduate school and job applications. Like the primary
audience, students may have family members who are, also, in need of similar services and do so
out of empathy. This target audience would be willing to aid the elderly hoping that they will
positively gain from this volunteer opportunity and possibly enhance their communication and
other skills. High school and college students who engage with this organization are probably a
member of a youth group or are a church follower since many of the supporting institutions are
local churches and congregations. This group may, also, be involved in other volunteering
activities and extra-curriculars, so they want to broaden their experience and do so through this
organization. The students must have a friendly, caring and patient personality because this is a
special situation where the elderly are not always able to communicate or are not as mobile as
they used to be. This target audience may volunteer with Faith in Action to fulfill their
community and/or religious values.
Influencers
The top influencers for the target audience are church groups/organizations and the senior citizen
community (baby boomers). Since the organization is already supported by many local
congregations, these groups are likely to encourage their followers to volunteer for an
organization such as Faith in Action. Although the organization is trying not to focus on the
‘faith’ portion of their name, the name is attractive to congregational followers. With many
religions emphasizing the idea of selflessness, church groups tend to gravitate toward volunteer
opportunities as such. The senior citizen community is, also, an influencer for Faith in Action
because there is a likeliness of those reaching the legal senior age for wanting to help those they
relate to. Relatedness can occur from sharing an age and/or life experiences with the care

receivers and those who share these characteristics may feel the need to
physically/socially/spiritually support those who need care. So, the baby boomers can influence
their friends to aid those similar to them, especially with an increase their free time.
Estimated Target Audience Size
For the primary market, there is an estimated audience size of 27,630 in the BloomingtonNormal area and 32,645 for the secondary market for an estimated total of 60,275 prospective
volunteers and donators for Faith in Action’s target market.

Creative Platform
Statement of objectives
From our situation analysis, our team proposed the following demographic and psychographic
characteristics for Faith in Action’s target audience:
Primary Target market
Baby boomer generation in the Bloomington-Normal area
Demographics
●
Age: 50-75
●
Gender: Male and Female
●
Bloomington-Normal population: 31,089 [1]
●
Education: High school education and above
●
Marital Status: Any
●
All Ethnic Backgrounds
●
Occupation: Part-time, Full-time, Retired
●
Income: $32,000+
Psychographics
●
Interests: Want to help the community, may have older family members
●
Opinions: Willing to work with the elderly, large discretionary income (generous with
money)
●
Activities: Have free time, community and church involved, volunteering
●
Personality: Family oriented, friendly, good communication skills, patient
●
Values: Emphasis on community service, Possibly religious
Secondary Target market
High school and college students
Demographics
●
Age: 16-25 (under 18 supervision is required)
●
Bloomington-Normal population: 30,570 [2]
●
Gender: Male and Female
●
Education: High school education, Full or part time college student
●
Marital Status: Pre-family, Single
●
Occupation: Student, part-time
●
Income: Limited
Psychographics
●
Interests: Want to help the community, may have older family members, build resumes

●
●
●
●

Opinions: Willing to work with the elderly
Activities: Community and church involved, volunteering, extracurricular activities
Personality: Friendly, caring, patient, good communication skills
Values: Emphasis on community, Possibly religious

Creative Platform
The primary goal of our campaign is to increase awareness of Faith in Action as well as the
number of volunteers and donations. Through our in-depth interviews we concluded that there is
a low awareness of Faith in Action in the Bloomington-Normal area [refer to appendix A for a
summary of the depth interview method and results]. We plan to increase awareness by
illustrating the success of prior efforts and the need to continue providing services for the care
receivers. In order to reach this goal, we will develop a marketing plan to reach our target
audiences of volunteers and donors which are baby boomers and students. Our IMC plan will
mostly consist of a combination of advertisements, public relations, and social media.
Message Tone and Appeal
The tone of our campaign will be informative, upbeat and direct. We want to use the
informational appeal to educate the volunteers about Faith in Action and how they provide
services to the elderly in the community. We will look to segment and address both target
audiences separately. It will be important for us to adjust the tone and message directed at each
of our targeted segments. We plan to appeal to the younger audience by describing an exciting
and enjoyable experience while volunteering at Faith in Action in contrast to common
perceptions that working with the elderly can be an unenjoyable and time consuming experience.
In order to gain the attention of the baby boomers we plan to focus on congregations and the
difference that can be provided in the community. We plan to reach our older target market at a
more sentimental level as they can understand the needs of the senior population likely due to
their parents’ ages.

Campaign Platform/Objectives
Communication Objectives
1. Increase top-of-mind awareness of Faith in Action as a non-profit organization
 In-depth interviews revealed that Faith in Action was not an organization that participants

thought of off the top of their head.
 In campaign tracking, we hope to increase top-of-mind awareness of Faith in Action that
at least 30% list it as a non-profit organization.
 Through in-depth interviews, we found that none of our participants were aware of Faith
in Action as a non-profit organization.
2. Increase recognition of Faith in Action as a non-profit organization.
 In-depth interviews showed that Faith in Action was not recognized as a local non-profit
organization and those who did recognize it could not provide us with any information on
the organization.
 We hope to increase the recognition of Faith in Action such that in campaign tracking at
least 35% recognize Faith in Action.
 Through in-depth interviews, we found that none of our participants were able to
recognise Faith in Action when asked.
3. Replace the misperceptions regarding volunteering at Faith in Action.
 Participants in the interviews voiced concern that volunteering for Faith in Action would
be time consuming. They also said that one of the most important factors when looking to
volunteer would be the ease of volunteering.
 We hope to reduce these misperceptions of volunteering at Faith in Action such that in
campaign tracking less than 20% mention “time consuming” when describing Faith in
Action volunteering. Further, we hope to see at least 30% describe Faith in Action
volunteering as easy and simple to sign up.
Sales/Behavioral Objectives
1. Increase the number of volunteers
 The current number of volunteers at Faith in Action is 500, along with 340 active

members
 Our goal is increase the number of active volunteers by 10% for 2016.
2. Increase the amount of donations
 We plan to increase the amount of donations for 2016 by 20%.
 Donations are necessary to provide transportation, management, management software
and other fixed costs for providing services.
3. Increase Facebook likes and Twitter followers
 Currently, Faith in Action has 534 likes on Facebook and 144 followers.
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We plan to increase the number of likes on Facebook by at least 200, and the followers
on twitter by at least 200 as well.
Increase web page views for upcoming events, sign ups, etc.
Through the interviews, we came to the conclusion that most people hear about volunteer
opportunities through the internet.
We plan to link Faith in Action’s social media platforms with their website to increase
web page views by 25%.

Campaign Evaluation and Time Frame
In order to measure the success of this campaign Faith in Action should conduct follow up
surveys to track their progress. This campaign should run for 12 months and the follow up
surveys should be conducted on a three-month basis and compare the findings to the previous
surveys. These interviews will evaluate the top-of-mind awareness, recognition of the
organization, and change in perceptions of Faith in Action, and the effectiveness of this
marketing plan.
To effectively measure the increase in the amount of volunteers and donations Faith in Actions
should continue to update their records of volunteers and the amount of donations on a monthly
basis. They can also compare the amount of volunteers with marketing efforts to see if there is a
correlation with the campaign and changes with the amount of volunteers and donations. With
Google Analytics Faith in Action can track the amount of visits to their website, Facebook and
Twitter to track the power of our marketing message.

Target & Creative Platform Audience References
[1] "American FactFinder - Community Facts." American FactFinder - Community Facts. United
States Census Bureau, n.d. Web. 3 Feb. 2016.
<http://factfinder.census.gov/faces/nav/jsf/pages/community_facts.xhtml>.
[2] "American FactFinder - Community Facts." American FactFinder - Community Facts. United
States Census Bureau, n.d. Web. 03 Feb. 2016.
<http://factfinder.census.gov/faces/nav/jsf/pages/community_facts.xhtml#>.

Section III
Creative Strategy

IMC Plan Overview
Our campaign includes various tools that can be utilized to raise awareness and increase
volunteers & donors. Faith in Action certainly needs a boost in community awareness. By
increasing the visual presence as well as spreading information, FIA will accomplish its goals
and be able to help more in the Bloomington-Normal community than ever before. Refer to
Table 4 for the IMC overview table.
Direct mail provides an easy door onto people’s kitchen counters who might otherwise not notice
FIA’s other vehicles and can be done so at a relatively lower cost than using other methods. It
can carry a quick simple message and a lot of information should the viewer wish to dig further.
Volunteer t-shirts are not only useful for actions in the community being branded to raise
awareness but as seen with other non-profit efforts such as race for the cure, volunteers continue
wearing them, thus raising awareness & conversation thus leading to more donations and
volunteers.
Thank You Letters shows volunteers and donors the good that they have done as well as FIA &
the receivers’ gratitude. Tangibility is necessary for donation and service giving. Seeing concrete
evidence makes a big difference.
Furthermore, individually penned or at least customized emails provide a stronger impact and are
less likely to be sent to the spam folder. Using a personal email address rather than an
overarching organizational email will also increase penetration. Emails provide a great venue for
sharing information especially concerning upcoming events and opportunities that past and
current volunteers may be unaware of. Emails can be sent out at a near zero cost and can allow
for interaction such as easy RSVP or forwarding of message to new people.
Bumper stickers may seem to be an odd choice, but every moment a vehicle is on the road it acts
as a billboard. A magnetic bumper sticker allows the owner to display it as they wish and
especially during volunteering. Hopefully the magnet will catch people’s eye in parking lots at
church, the grocery store, and elsewhere and thus prompting curiosity and/or conversation.
Churches at the moment are the most valuable source of donations and volunteers despite not
being used due to a need for more interactive management. FIA needs to continually push ads,
content, press releases or whatever else may be applicable to be placed within church
newsletters. Should a pastor raise awareness over a pulpit? Each congregation will have different
situations, traditions and capabilities but overall they are a ready source that wants to do their
part should they be given the information and demand.

Together these efforts will create a consistent impression that should bring FIA to the front of
people’s minds should they seek giving their time and/or money.
Table 4: IMC Plan Overview
Purpose

Theme

Distributio
n

Main Targets

Schedule

Direct Mail Raise Awareness & Informative
Seek help from
, friendly,
community
simple

Direct mail Prospective
targeted by Volunteers &
region and Donors
target
audience.

Every 3
months or
when a
major
event is
coming

Volunteer
T-Shirts

Raise Awareness of Simple &
Organization
Friendly

Distributed Volunteers &
to
Donors
Caregivers
& other
volunteers

Volunteers
asked to
wear
during
service,
additional
use
optional.

Bulletins

Raise Awareness of Bright,
Organization
Informative
, rewarding,
To thank volunteers & Friendly
and donors for their
contribution to
organization.

Put up
Students, Baby
around
boomers,
schools
Churches
and around
community
. May
require
further
application
s such as
bulletins,
posters,
etc.

First two
months
continuous
, every
other
month
from
then on.

Facebook,
Twitter

One social
media post
weekly

Keep Community
up to date on
opportunities &
activities

Social
Media

Keep Community

Informal,
creative,
active

Students, entire
Community

up to date on
opportunities &
activities

(Twitter &
Facebook).

Thank You
Letters

To thank volunteers Grateful &
and donors for their Appreciativ
contribution to
e
organization.

Email or
Previous Donors
Direct mail & Volunteers

Week
After
Donations.
Volunteer,
week after
initial
service.
Yearly
thereafter.

Emails

Keep
Volunteers/Receive
rs up to date on
opportunities &
activities

Through
Email

Previous/Current
Donors/Voluntee
rs

Emails as
needed but
should be
weekly.
Highlights
events at
least 2
weeks in
advance.

Bumper
Raise Awareness of Bright,
Sticker
Organization
Friendly, &
(or magnet)
Welcoming

Caregivers
& other
Volunteers
’ cars

New Volunteers
& Donors

ASAP, but
at Car
owner’s
discretion

Church
Publication
s

Church
Bulletins
& Weekly
Newsletter
s (print &
web)

New Volunteers
& Donors

Reactive
to
Availabilit
y
(usually
weekly

Informative

Raise Awareness of Informative
Organization
& Inviting

Presentation of Layouts & Analytical Critique of Proposed Ads
Logo Redesign
Exhibit 19 New Logo

Exhibit 20 Flat Logo

Exhibit 21

Following efforts to utilize the current logo in creating a campaign, we recognized a few issues
in current branding. By adjusting the logo with a more geometric modern design we created a
design style that could be routinely utilized in future marketing efforts. TO continue the current
branding efforts we retained all wording and color choices.
The choice of Franklin Gothic as the font was made as it provides a font continuously available
in Mac and PC computers standard fonts but also allows a complete font family of bold, regular,
and serif\ versions. The modern lines of this sans serif typeface compliment well most situations
inside of imagery and are easily read from a distance. The humanist/handwritten type of the
current logo is difficult to read inside of bodies of text and is not available as a standard font.

The new logo also has several versions to meet whatever application that Faith in Action
Bloomington-Normal may use it for. The main logo (Exhibit 19) follows the current logo’s basic
color choices while the other logos are made to exist on a dark background (Exhibit), and in
single color printing (Exhibit 20).
Lastly the “T” was replaced with the cross as to strongly state the religious connection of the
organization. The religious affiliation of the company should not be detracted but rather
emphasized to further connect with other religious organizations and churches in the community.
Others may volunteer, but the core group will enjoy connecting their volunteering/donations with
their own faith.
Direct Mail
Direct mail is constrained by how it is to be dealt with by the post office. Using a postcard
format we can remove the step of having them stuffed and can have the material instantly visible.
While a lot of direct mail will be thrown away instinctively the medium allows a very large
amount to reach the masses and into their homes. People look through their mail and do quickly
sort it but perhaps an attractive design will cause some to stop and read. Refer to Exhibits 22-23
for the direct mail layout.
The imagery matches that of the rest of the campaign to hopefully build a brand and initiate
recall. These would be sent out once to kick start the campaign. We want to include those who
have been in contact with the organization in the past and thus allowing them to see the new
branding. This should certainly raise awareness but also allow the public to access more
information.
Exhibit 22 Direct Mail (Front)

Exhibit 23 Direct Mail (Back)

T-Shirts
T-Shirts create a constant billboard by which the community can be made aware of Faith in
Action. As previously stated, FIA needs a serious boost in its community awareness but the TShirts serve other purposes as well. By having a well designed article of clothing, volunteers may
even wear the shirt outside of the service increasing impressions. Validation of the organization
is furthered by more consistent branding. Hopefully, such a shirt may cause conversation with
the wearer and others thus allowing for more volunteers. People enjoy being connected to a good
cause, but being connected to a popular cause is more desirable as crowd thinking can be quite
viral and very powerful. Refer to Exhibit 24 and Exhibit 25 for the t-shirt layout.
A possible development for the future of the T-Shirts would be to utilize the space to raise
further funds through sponsorships. Following a similar model as many non-profits such as Race
for the Cure, the space can be sold off or included with other donation rewards such as the
recognition of sponsors at the Gala each year. Not only does this provide positive visibility for
the companies involved but also further validates the cause by having the support of other
recognizable entities.
The T-Shirts are constrained by costs as more colors are demanded in the printing process as
well as visibility of the logo based on the shirt color choice. A single color design would
significantly decrease costs though we chose the dual color printing as it connected well with the
rest of our creative materials and thus building a consistent brand. A dark color with light text
also increase readability and thus increasing the effectiveness of impressions made.

Exhibit 24 T-shirt Front

Exhibit 25 T-shirt Back

Bulletins
The bulletin has been specifically designed to easily fit on bulletin boards throughout the
community such as at Starbucks, Potbelly and most importantly churches. Churches are the main
focus of our creative as we aim to provide a good outlet by which they can serve. Churches have
thus far been underutilized. The cost of bulletins is low for Faith in Action and mostly requires
no effort with the congregations of the community as far as advertising for us. Faith in Action
can place the bulletins as they see fit. Printing is a standard 11x17” thus requiring no extra cost

from poster printing and should be expected under $2 a piece. Refer to Exhibit 26 for the bulletin
board layout.
We did copy test the bulletins. During our copy test we recognized the most beneficial parts of
the design and tailored other parts to better connect with our target audience. The bulletin was
well received with good penetration of branding, purpose of the organization and ease of use to
further connect with the organization. (See Appendix B for copy test details)
The bulletin is designed to be bold, colorful and perhaps modern with a focus on strong
geometric shapes and edges. By such creative elements, the eye is drawn across the page as it
gleans for information while also raising the excitement level. The design incorporates all the
necessary information to inform a prospective volunteer as well as set up future communications
should they choose to take part.

Exhibit 26 Bulletin Board

Social Media
The purpose of social media in this marketing campaign is to keep our local communities up to
date on public announcements, opportunities and public events from our social media platforms.
We decided that we will use Facebook and Twitter as our social media platforms. Their social
media platforms need to create more awareness in blasting out newsfeeds weekly in order for
them to increase viewers and create interaction with the viewers.
Twitter will be used mainly for interaction and sharing our message with our donors and
volunteers for upcoming events, public announcements, signups, etc. The FIA Twitter page
should engage their followers by either responding back to followers that are asking questions,
retweeting posts of what their followers like that is related to FIA, and by tweeting out upcoming
events and public announcements. Refer to Exhibit 27 for our Twitter banner layout. The Tweet
should include the main message of what’s happening within FIA, a link to the article of the
public announcement that goes more into detail, and a photo on the tweet to capture the
followers’ attention on what the Tweet is about. The Twitter banner shows a very colorful
picture that is used throughout our entire campaign because it’s bright and very appealing to their
target audience with the FIA’s new positioning statement next to it. The positioning statement as
stated already earlier, is integrated throughout the campaign.
Facebook is another very important social media platform that they need to utilize towards their
followers. The Facebook posts will be more informative than Twitter’s but still achieves the
main objective in reaching and interacting with their followers. Refer to Exhibit 28 for the
Facebook post layout. The post shows bright colors from the photo background and the
positioning statement that is used throughout the campaign that captures the viewer’s attention
while scrolling down the message posts of the newsfeeds. Facebook posts will allow them to
create specific upcoming info and events to their posts so that the viewers can be interacting with
the organization by liking and commenting on the posts. The post will also provide a website
link to FIA’s main website page on how people can help FIA by having signups for volunteers,
providing a payment software for donations, and more info about upcoming events in the local
communities.

Exhibit 27 Twitter Banner

Exhibit 28 Facebook Post

Thank You Letters
Thank You letters serve the purpose of not only showing gratitude but also raise top of mind
awareness for the future. Thank you letters can also be displayed by their receivers on places
such as bulletins, refrigerators, etc. thus allowing further impressions and cause connectivity.
Refer to Exhibit 29 for the thank you letter layout.
The design is made so that thank you cards can be easily printed at Faith in Action as is
necessary thus decreasing costs. The resulting card is 4.25x5.5 inches and is left blank on the
interior. The reasoning not only makes production easier but also allows each message to be
personally tailored. Individually tailored messages have the major bonus of showing an
investment of faith in Action’s time and thus showing the level of gratitude. People like working
with people, not organizations and this boosts that perception.
Exhibit 29 Thank You Letters

Bumper Stickers/Magnets
The focus for the possible implementation of bumper stickers/magnets would be promotion for
awareness and connection to Faith in Action’s volunteers and benefactors. People that share with
Faith in Action can use their bumper to display Faith in Action as a badge of honor. The debate
rests in should the extra expense be made to acquire magnets versus stickers. Magnets would
allow them to be easily removed thus allowing their temporary use for volunteers while
transporting the elderly receiving the organization’s help. Stickers are cheaper but might be more
unattractive considering their semi-permanent presence. Refer to Exhibit 30 for bumper sticker
layout.
As far as design is concerned, strong contrast and readability were the core focus to make the
most of their presence in the community. Reading while driving is already difficult thus keeping
the message short is of utmost importance. The colors once more build on the brand with the
same angled cut to separate color fields to allow a dynamic design in an otherwise mundane
space of the sticker/magnet.
Exhibit 30 Bumper Stickers

Emails
Emails will need to be individually created for their purpose, but email should be used to keep
volunteers, benefactors, and the receivers of the services informed as needed. Some examples
could include benefits, special needs, and monthly newsletters to share monthly reports of the
organization's role in the community - especially specific needs when they arise can be more
attractive to volunteers and benefactors can be more attractive as they can see a direct impact that
they will make. Organization level support can feel rather small but when someone can do
something specific, they are more likely to participate.

Church Publications
Church publications will each require a different design to fit the space but the purpose is the
same as previous postings and messages. The organization can advertise their purpose and how
people can make a difference but even more, so creating work for groups from churches is a
huge bonus as people enjoy working with their friends and making it a social event can garner
more support. Outside of attracting groups, individual demands can also be shared as these
publications will most likely receive the readership of the older generations within congregations
and thus directly speaking to them as they are our target market.

Section IV
Media Strategy

Selection of Media and Vehicles
Direct Mail
Direct mail provides a cheap vehicle to reach a very specific target market within the
community. Though it could be utilized to reach out to new volunteers and donors, our focus is
on past participants to draw back past volunteers/donors to establish the new branding and
hopefully renew their participation. We can only speculate the number of past donors and
volunteers in addition to the current number. We have priced out 200 prints thus creating 800
cards for one mailing. It can be cheaply scaled to reach additional speculative volunteers/donors
or for additional mailings with the remaining budget.
Volunteer T-Shirts
T-shirts provide an easy source of brand building and community awareness. Shirts could be
given out to volunteers especially for use during their service but could also be supplied to
benefactors/sponsors, friends, and even at other promotional events. We would recommend to
host a surplus as they are unlikely to age very quickly and can be used as a reward to any level of
volunteer including church groups and other youths. While the goal is to raise awareness by
people wearing them elsewhere, the very simple product that shirts are allows their use to
promote volunteerism.
Otherwise as stated, the shirts provide a constant walking billboard as people wear them
throughout the community thus raising awareness for the organization and building the brand
thus enhancing the perception of the brand, Faith in Action, throughout the community.
The t-shirts price goes down significantly with larger orders. Though it may appear expensive,
the penetration and overall effect should outweigh the costs. Furthermore, we highly recommend
the use of sponsors to show their support and foot the bill. 10 simple sponsors alone, with their
logos placed on the back below the design, could pay for over 200 shirts with a donation of $150.
This price is based off of 2 color prints on the front and back from CustomInk.com and would
scale favorably with additional orders.
Bulletins
Bulletins are especially nice for being a cheap mode by which a message can be place in a
frequented location such as community and church bulletins. Visitors to bulletin boards and other
bulletin postings are engaged readers who came with the intention of reading said bulletins. As
such, increased information can be displayed. Furthermore, bulletins have the increased bonus of
allowing information to be represented in a tighter format as viewers are often close.

Given these understandings, we focused on developed our bulletins to share the purpose and all
necessary information that a potential volunteer might need should they wish to share their time,
money or seek further information. Contact information was displayed prominently as well as the
overall campaign’s message. With this purpose, they could be easily placed by volunteers at their
churches, places of business or anywhere else that the might frequent. Notable restaurants in the
community that accept postings include Starbucks (3 locations), Potbelly (2 locations) and
Jimmy Johns (~5 locations) and more.
Social Media
Social media has been one of the top outlets for news and community events ever since the rise
of Facebook and Twitter. Given the constant use by the youth, young adults, and the growing
markets of business professionals and even older parties such as baby boomers, social media is
becoming a more universal door into people’s lives.
Organizations attempts to share in social media can be risky as an over saturation can end with
the instant death of being unfollowed or blocked by viewers. Thus, we recommend keeping posts
to no more than once every 2 weeks unless especially necessary for special events. Anymore
might prompt the disdain of followers and any less might not make enough use of social media
to keep top of mind awareness.
Thank You Letters
We chose Thank You letters as an avenue of sincere, yet low cost appreciation to volunteers and
benefactors. We also chose them as they often have a continued presence as receivers often post
such things on their fridge or kitchen cabinets. Appreciation to volunteers reinforces the
relationship and usually ensures continued participation and support.
Emails
Email is a must use source of communication for every organization, but we can leverage email
for furthering our purpose. We would recommend sending out emails as needed to fulfill the
purpose of informing about events, needs and more. Emails should continue using the same
design elements as other marketing efforts to further reinforce the brand. Emails can be used to
reach new people from databases but emails should be withheld from being over used to not be
labeled as spam. We want to be able to reach volunteers and donors when necessary and being
marked as spam too often can decrease penetration from future email efforts.
Bumper Sticker/Magnet

Bumper placed messages may not be the most glamorous form of advertising/promotional
material but is rather effective as it provides an everyday billboard for other drivers to view as
they follow vehicles with the sticker/magnet visible. This presence in the community helps build
subconscious awareness but can also cause people to search for further information about the
cause or possibly converse with the owner of the vehicle at places of shared interest such as
church, school, business, etc.
Church Publications
Churches have already been tapped for participation and have shown interest yet have not been
utilized to their potential. By entering a short message or small ad in their publication, it can go
far in raising awareness and participation should the church groups be seeking out causes to
support financially and with bodies to fill positions and do work as needed.

Presentation and Justification of IMC Media Schedules & Strategy
Direct Mail
Direct Mail will be sent out every three months or when a major event is coming. It will be
distributed by region as well as target audience to reach people in the Bloomington-Normal area.
The purpose of the direct mail is to raise awareness of Faith in Action as well as seek help from
the community. The direct mail will have information of what FIA is as well as the “volunteer
we need you” slogan to inform people that volunteers are needed. It will also have a phone
number as well as website so people will be able to either call or go online for more information
about the organization. We will create 200 sheets that are 8.5” x 11” on card stock and there will
be four per sheet creating 800 total. By ordering these from FedEx Print and Ship they will be
$1.24 each bringing the total to $342.00 with a stamp fee [1]. Refer to table 5 for an overview of
the pricing.

Table 5. Direct Mail Schedule
Month

Date

Size

Number

Unit
Cost

Total Cost

June

01-June

5.47”x4.21”

200

$1.24

$248.00

Postage
Fee

$94.00

Total
Cost

$342.00

Reach: We are using this direct mail to reach out to people in the Bloomington-Normal area to
raise awareness of FIA.
Frequency: The direct mail will be sent out every three months or when a major event is coming
up.
Size: The size of the direct mail will be 8.5” x 11” on cardstock.
Position in vehicle: The purpose of the direct mail is to raise awareness of FIA and let local
people know that FIA is looking for more volunteers and donors.
Other: We chose to use the bold colors of black and yellow and the card-stock to make the direct
mail stand out.
T-shirts
We will be making t-shirts for the volunteers to wear when they are out and about with the care
receivers. This is a great means of mobile marketing. The purpose of these t-shirts is to raise
more awareness of the organization. The shirts also have the “volunteer we need you” slogan to
show that move volunteers are welcome. The shirts are simple and have the color scheme and
logo so they are consistent with all of the other marketing tactics. Since there are around 200
active volunteers in FIA we will make 200 t-shirts at $8.73 a shirt bringing to total of all of the
shirts to $1,746 [2]. Refer to table 6 for an overview of the pricing.
Table 6. Schedule for T-shirts
Month

Date

Size

June

01-June N/A

Number

Unit
Cost

Total Cost

200

$8.73

$1,746

Total
Cost

$1,746.00

Reach: We plan to reach people out and about in the community by FIA volunteers wearing tshirts while they are out and about with care receivers.
Frequency: We ask of the volunteers to wear the shirts while they are out with the care receivers.
Size: N/A
Position in vehicle: The purpose of the shirts is mobile marketing. People will be able to see the
caregivers with the care-receivers
Other: The t-shirts will be black so that they are simple and they will have the volunteer slogan
on them in white and yellow so that it sticks out along with the FIA logo.
Bulletin
We plan to place informative friendly bulletins in public places to raise awareness as well. By
placing them in areas like schools, grocery stores, and other places around the community we
will also keep the community up to date on volunteer and donation opportunities and activities
that are coming up. The bulletins will also thank the current and past volunteers for their
contribution to the organization. For the first two months we plan to put the bulletins up
continuously and then after that we plan to put them up every other month. We will produce 50
bulletins that are 11” x 17” that cost $1.88 each [1]. The total of all of the bulletins will be $94
from FedEx Print and Ship. Refer to table 7 for an overview of the pricing.
Table 7. Schedule for Bulletin
Month

Date

June

01-June 11”x17”

Total
Cost

Size

Number

Unit
Cost

Total
Cost

50

$1.88

$94.00
$94.00

Reach: We plan to reach the local people of the community that are in areas such as grocery
stores, schools, and Starbucks.

Frequency: For the first two months the bulletins will be put up continuously and after that they
will go up every other month.
Size: The bulletins will be 11” by 17” which is large enough that people will be able to read
them when they are walking past in public.
Position in vehicle: The purpose of these bulletins are to grab people’s attention while they are
out of the house and raise brand awareness of FIA so they learn of the organization and know
that they are looking for volunteers and donations.
Other: The bulletins will be large and will have bright attention-grabbing colors on it so that
people will notice it in public places.
Social Media
Social media will be extremely useful in keeping the community up to date on upcoming events
and volunteer/donation activities. We plan to post on Twitter and Facebook once a week to keep
followers informed. These posts will be creative, informative, as well as attention-grabbing.
These posts will not cost any money so this will not affect our budget at all. Refer to table 8 for
an overview of the pricing.
Table 8. Social Media Schedule
Month

Date

Size

Number

Unit
Cost

Total
Cost

June

01-June

N/A

Weekly
Posts

$0.00

$0.00

Total
Cost

$0.00

Reach: With the social media we plan to reach a lot of students in the area. Younger adults and
teenagers are more likely to see the social media efforts and pay attention to them.
Frequency: There will be one Facebook and one Twitter post each week to keep followers up to
date on what is going on in FIA.
Size: N/A
Position in vehicle: With using social media we plan to reach students in the area and let them
know of FIA as well as keep them informed of upcoming events that they can get involved in.

Since there will be social media posts weekly, we will be able to reach people the most often on
social media accounts.
Other: We will keep the posts simple and clean, yet they will still be informative, engaging as
well as attention-grabbing.

Thank you Letters
Thank you letters will be sent out to donors and volunteers throughout the year, the donors will
receive a thank you letter directly after a donation is made and the volunteers will receive one in
the mail a week after they start volunteering for FIA. These letters will showcase the colors of
the company for help with brand recognition and they will also give the volunteer or donor the
feeling that what they are doing to really appreciated by FIA with the hope that they will
continue to contribute to the organization. The thank you letters will be printed on card stock
from the local FedEx print & ship center and they will cost $1.24 for every 8.5x11 paper which
will make two of the folding thank you cards. The postcards will be 5.47”x4.21”, since FIA has
so many volunteers and donors the fluctuate over the course of the year, we suggest that they
order 300 sheets of thank you cards so that they will have 900 total thank you cards that they can
send out at any time during the year. Since there are so many being made at one time we would
expect FIA to reorder the thank you cards once a year to keep up with the demand. The total cost
for printing the thank you cards is $372.00 and there is also an added postage charge of $141.00
to send out this amount to volunteers and donors, bringing the total for this promotional effort to
$513.00 [1]. Table 9 shows the schedule for the thank you letters.
Table 9. Schedule for Thank You Letters
Month

Date

Size

Number

Unit
Cost

Total Cost

June

01June

5.47”x4.21”

300

$1.24

$372.00

Stamp
Fee

$141.00

Total
Cost

$513.00

Reach: FIA has a number of volunteers and donors, with these thank you letters we are able to
reach out to current and former volunteers and donors to spark some more involvement. This is
also a good conversation starter for friends of the volunteers and donors because it is something

that can be hung up on the fridge and talked about to get more people interested in the
organization.
Frequency: At first these thank you letters should be sent out to every current and former donor
and volunteer. Then they should be mailed out to new volunteers or donors a week after their
initial involvement, either volunteering or donating to the organization. They should also be
mailed out every year to thank the volunteers that do so regularly.
Size: The size of the thank you letters will be 5.47”x4.21”, about the size of a post card. This size
isn’t as bulky as a full page and can easily be hung up on a fridge and easily kept by the
volunteer.
Position in vehicle: The purpose of the thank you letter is to remind the volunteers and donors
that what they do is appreciated.
Other: we chose to use bold colors on the thank you letters to make them stand out in the mail
while still having the same color scheme as the logo so that the organization is easily recognized.

Emails
These weekly emails allow current and past donors and volunteers a way to stay up to date on
what FIA is doing in the community and what upcoming events they might be having. They are
also a way of reminding the volunteers and donors how much their help is needed while also
making them feel like they are an important part of the organization. These emails should be sent
out on a weekly basis and should also be sent out two weeks in advance when FIA has an event
coming up and should be sent out as reminders more frequently at this time. Since we plan on
using personal emails and a compiled email list formed by the company we do not see any costs
associated with this promotional effort and it a cheap quick way to reach or target market. Table
10 shows the schedule for email marketing.
Table 10. Schedule for Emails
Month

Date

June

01-June N/A

Total Cost

Size

Number

Unit Cost Total Cost

Varies

$0.00

$0.00
$0.00

Reach: The emails will be sent out to current and former volunteers and donors to keep them up
to date on everything FIA is doing and how they can continue to be involved in the organization.

Frequency: These emails will be sent out on a weekly basis as a sort of weekly bulletin. There
will also be more emails when FIA has an upcoming event, these emails will be sent separately
from the weekly ones to stress the importance of the event. The initial email about the event will
be sent out two weeks before the event takes place and will be sent out frequently up until the
event.
Size: N/A
Position in vehicle: These emails will be sent out to keep volunteers and donors up to date on
what FIA is doing in the community and also as a reminder of any special events that the
organization will be holding.
Other: These emails will feature the same color scheme as all of the other promotion materials so
that the brand can be built and easily recognized.
Bumper Stickers
Since a major volunteer opportunity is driving around the care receivers we feel that a bumper
sticker will be a valuable tool. They will be given out to any volunteer who is willing to put it on
their car when they start providing rides to the care receivers. These bumper stickers have the
potential to spark a conversation when a caregiver is providing transportation for the care
receiver to help increase the amount of people willing to volunteer. This will also help with the
recognition of the brand name and increase the awareness of the organization. These bumper
stickers will be orders off of the Vistaprint website, here an image can be easily uploaded and put
on a bumper sticker. The stickers will be 3”x11” and will cost $3.00 per sticker, 100 stickers
should be ordered at first and can be reordered as needed [3]. Table11 shows the schedule for the
bumper stickers.
Table 11.Schedule for Bumper Stickers
Month

Date

Size

Number

Unit
Cost

Total Cost

June

01June

3”x11”

100

$3.00

$300.00

Shipping

$13.00

Total Cost

$313.00

Reach: These bumper stickers will be placed on all of the volunteers’ cars if they would like
them. Since driving is a large portion of their volunteer opportunities we hope to reach the
community while they are out driving the care receivers to places that they need to go.
Frequency: The bumper stickers will be handing out to every current volunteer and then to every
new volunteer that comes in. They can also be handed out to volunteers if one is lost or is not
readable anymore.
Size: The size is 3”x11” so that can be easily read by other drivers and people in the community.
Position in vehicle: The main purpose of the bumper sticker is to spark conversation about FIA
in the community and raise awareness of the organization as a whole.
Other: we chose to go with the same color scheme as the loge and to also make it pop out on the
car itself.
Church Publications
Considering that major contributors to FIA are through churches we feel that it is important to
spread the word of FIA through church publications, by either putting an insert into the bulletin
or in the bulletin itself. We do not believe that the churches will charge any fee for putting this
information into their bulletin but it will be on a case by case basis to see if it would be possible
for the church to put an insert into the bulletin or to put an add in the bulletin. Since we do not
believe that there will be and fee for placing the insert the only expense would be to print the
insert which will be the same format as the postcard and will be 5.47”x4.21” and will cost $1.24
per sheet and 200 sheets should be printed to make sure that there are enough inserts for the
different churches around the Bloomington-Normal area and should be reordered from the FedEx
Print and Ship center in the area. Table 12 shows the schedule for the church publications.
Table 12. Schedule for Church Publications
Month

Date

Size

Number

Unit
Cost

Total
Cost

June

01June

5.47”x4.21”

200

$1.24

$248.00

Total
Cost

$248.00

Reach: With the church publications we plan to reach all of the people in the church
congregations around the area since the churches are a major contributor to the organization
already.
Frequency: These publications and inserts should be handed out weekly with the church
bulletins.
Size: 5.47”x 4.21” it will also be on a case by case basis depending in the church and what they
are willing to put in their bulletin and if they allow the inserts.
Position in vehicle: The main reason for the church publications is to raise awareness of the
organization in the church community.
Other: We chose to go with the same colors as the logo so that the organization can be
recognized and so that the inserts will pop out against the church bulletin.
Faith in Action Media Budget
Our proposed budget for Faith in Action is $3,008 [refer to Table 13 for a complete breakdown
of the final budget]. We wanted to make sure that we kept an individualized and personal feel to
the campaign so we kept it simple in our media efforts which end up being not as costly as some
larger media efforts. We thought it would be good to keep it simple so that the organization
could save some money on media efforts while still being able to be effective in the community.
This budget fits into what FIA has currently budgeted for marketing efforts and is even slightly
under the $5,000.00 budget, but this will also depend on some case by case costs with the church
publications. A combination of these media efforts will the the best way to get the organization's
name out to the community and increase their number of volunteers and donations. Please refer
to Table 13 for a complete breakdown of the final budget.

Table 13. Media Budget
Vehicles

Budgeted expense

% of Budget

Direct Mail

$342.00

11%

T-Shirts

$1,746

58%

Bulletins

$94.00

3%

Social media

$0.00

0%

Thank you Letters

$513.00

17%

E-Mails

$0.00

0%

Bumper stickers

$313.00

10%

Church Publications

$248.00

8%

Total Media Budget

$3,008.00

100%

Summary of Media Strategy
Because we have multiple target markets, we had to create different marketing strategies that
would appeal to the different markets. In order to reach both high school and college students,
we created social media marketing. Since technology is becoming so prevalent in younger
generations, we found that online marketing would be the best way to attract younger
generations. However, we felt that this would not be as successful for the older demographic. For
this we created more hard advertising such as posters, t-shirts, direct mail and more. Adults are
more likely to look at their mail or posters while out and about. We feel that the combination of
all of our marketing efforts will successfully help Faith in Action reach our target markets and
obtain more volunteers and donations.

Presentation and justification references
[1] "Copying and Printing Services." FedEx: Shipping, Logistics Management and Supply Chain
Management. Web. 20 Apr. 2016.
[2] "Design Lab." Custom Ink. Custom Ink. Web. 24 Mar. 2016.
<http://www.customink.com/lab?ref=nav_v2>.
[3] "Bumper Stickers." Vista Print. Web. 14 Mar. 2016. http://www.vistaprint.com/bumperstickers.aspx?mk=+vistaprint +bumper +

Section V
Campaign Tracking

Proposed Method
When Faith in Action decides which campaign to implement, the organization must track the
campaign. Tracking the campaign is an important aspect of the marketing plan because it’s
essential to understand whether the marketing efforts are effective. The objectives must be kept
in mind to determine the success of the campaign. Through the tracking results, Faith in Action
will be able to adjust marketing materials/vehicles, if necessary.
The communication objectives include:
1.
Increase top-of-mind awareness of Faith in Action as a non-profit organization
2.
Increase recognition of Faith in Action as a non-profit organization
3.
Replace misconceptions of volunteering at Faith in Action
In order to track and understand the effectiveness of the marketing campaign, it’s recommended
that Faith in Action conduct surveys of the target market similar to the script and method found
in Appendix A and Exhibit A-1. The surveys should be executed every three months (at least 4
times during the campaign). To determine whether the marketing efforts are succeeding, every
time the surveys are taken, there should be an increased awareness/recognition of the
organization and, hopefully, an increased willingness to volunteer/donate to Faith in Action. If
the results remain idle, then the organization must decide how to alter the campaign into a more
effective movement. If results are positive, then Faith in Action should continue the campaign as
is and continue surveying periodically. To properly survey the target market, Faith in Action
should consider surveying an appropriate amount of its market.
The sales/behavioral objectives are:
1.
Increase the number of volunteers
2.
Increase the amount of donations
3.
Increase Facebook and Twitter followers
4.
Increase web page views for upcoming event, sign ups, etc.
To measure the effectiveness of the marketing campaign in regards to volunteers and donations,
the organization should take note of how many volunteers recently applied (the month before
preferably) prior to the campaign launch. After launching the campaign, Faith in Action should
track the amount of new applications every month and see if there’s is an increase in new
volunteers. Similar to volunteers, the organization should keep track of the amount of donations
they receive. If the campaign is effective, Faith in Action should see an increase in its volunteer
applications and donations every month. The non-profit organization must utilize an effective
tracking method, which can easily be done through an Excel spreadsheet of monthly numbers for
each of the volunteer applications and and donations received and compare the month-to-month
numbers.

When launching the social media efforts, Google Analytics should be highly considered because
this system will be able to distinguish the organization’s online movements. Through Google
Analytics, Faith in Action will be able to track where the website visitors originated from and see
whether there is an increase in traffic on the site during the campaign. Like the volunteer and
donation tracking, the organization should keep a monthly spreadsheet of the website traffic
results to compare on a month-to-month basis and indicate an increase in website views. The
main perks of using Google Analytics include: tracking how website users view the site, find
where the site visitors came from, identify which portions of the site receive the most interests,
distinguish new/returning visitors, see how internet users are interacting with their social media
and indicate if the campaign is converting site visitors into a donator and volunteers. Faith in
Action’s Google Analytics account will allow them to track its social media followers and
Facebook likes. The organization should not fret about the cost of utilizing Google Analytics
because it’s free to sign-up, and they provide tutorials on how to navigate and understand the
system. The use of Google Analytics can only strengthen the marketing campaign because it
provides endless information about the marketing efforts.

Appendix A:
Depth Interview Method and Results

Depth Interview Method
In order for the group to be able to start the creative planning process for Faith in Action each
group member conducted depth interviews with our primary and secondary target markets. As a
result, we received information from 15 people that fit into our two target markets, 9 from the
16-25 age range, and 6 from the 50+ age range. Refer to Exhibit A1 for for the interview script.
The responses that were given in the interviews gave us insight into what the target markets are
aware of when it comes to non-profit organizations in the area and what they look for when they
are looking to donate their time or money to an organization. Overall, we found out that our
target markets are not aware of Faith in Action as a non-profit organization in the area, and they
did not know much about the organization as a whole. This creates a great opportunity for Faith
in Action to get the word out there about what the organization does for the community and how
many lives they help with their services.
Depth Interview results
What local charities or non-profit organizations is the target market aware of?
To find out if the target market is aware of Faith in Action and what some of the competing
organizations are in the area, we asked the target market a variety of questions regarding nonprofits in the area. When we asked both of the target markets to list the organizations in the area
that came to their minds, Faith in Action was mentioned by only one respondent as an
organization as top of mind awareness. Some of major organizations that were brought up in the
depth interviews were Midwest Food Bank, Goodwill, Salvation Army, and St. Jude’s Hospital.
When asked about Faith in Action about half of the target markets were aware of it as an
organization but none of the participants could tell us what they did or give their own opinion on
the organization.
What factors does the target market look at when volunteering or donating?
In order to determine what the target markets look for when donating their time or money we
asked them if they donated to charities and specifically what they think are important attributes
of a non-profit organization. The majority of our respondents said that they would be willing to
volunteer or donate money to organizations in need but they wanted to make sure that the
organizations were relevant to them on a personal level. They also looked for volunteer
opportunities that were convenient to them and ones that did not have a large amount of time
commitment. The majority of participants said that they were more likely to volunteer if they had
family or friends that were willing to do the same so that they would have someone to participate
with. The respondents also voiced the importance of knowing where their money was going to
and being certain that the time and money they would put in would have an effect on the
community.

Would you be interested in volunteering for Faith in Action?
To find out if Faith in Action would be an organization that people would want to volunteer for
we directly asked each participant if they would be interested. Five out of the 9 participants in
the 18 to 25 age group said that they would be interested. The people that said they did not want
to had concerns with the amount of time they would have to spend volunteering with the
organization and voiced that they did not have the time to do so. Some of the participants have
voiced that they are not of a specific faith so they did not think Faith in Action would be good fit
for them to volunteer for. Of the participants that said they would like to volunteer most had
stated that it seemed like a great organization to be a part of but that it would also have to be able
to fit in their schedules. Three out of the five participants of the 50 and over age group said that
they would be willing to volunteer for the organization if it if in their schedule. The participants
that said they would not in this age group said that they were too busy to volunteer and spend
their time volunteering for other organizations. With this information it will be important for
Faith in Action to advertise that there is no minimum time that they would have to volunteer and
that the process of volunteering is very simple and flexible so that they could pick when they
wanted to volunteer and could do as much as their schedule allows.
What should Faith in Action do to gain more volunteers and donations?
To answer this question, we asked the participants first if they have ever seen an advertisement
for Faith in action and none of the participants in either age group that we focus on have ever
seen an advertisement for the organization. When they were asked about how they hear about
organization to volunteer for or donate to some of the most common answers were word of
mouth, social media, television, and through church congregations. They also said that Faith in
action should get more involved in the community and get their name out there, they also voiced
that the organization should show the community where the money goes that is donated and how
volunteering for Faith in Action makes a difference in the community. With this information
Faith in actions should increase their amount of advertisements around the community and come
up with new ways to be seen by the community since there is not much awareness of the
organization.

Exhibit A1- Depth Interview Script
Faith in Action
Interview Questions

Are you between the age range:
__16-25
__ 50+
__ Other
Marital Status:
__ Single
__ Married
Occupation:
__ Working Full-time
__ Working Part-time
__ Student
__ Retired
Do you have kids enrolled in elementary/middle/high school or have all your kids moved out?
Are you in a church group that opens up volunteering opportunities?
Please list the local charities or not-for-profit organizations that come to mind in the
Bloomington-Normal area:
__________________________________ ___________________________________
__________________________________ ___________________________________
__________________________________ ___________________________________
Current Participation
Do you or your family ever support charities/not-for-profit organizations? If so, do you
seasonally support charities/not-for-profit organizations?
Please list the Bloomington-Normal charities/not-for-profit organizations that you support with a
financial contribution or volunteer time:
Volunteer/Donate:
Why?
______________________________
___________________________________
__________________________________ ___________________________________
__________________________________ ___________________________________
Are there any organizations you plan on volunteering for in the future? If so, please specify?
Exhibit A1- Depth Interview Script Cont.

(a) What factors do you look at when volunteering for or donating to an organization?
*(Please rank these factors by importance)
__________________________________
__________________________________
__________________________________
__________________________________
Which charity or not-for-profit organization is your favorite to support? Please Explain Why.
Non-Profit Perceptions
Which of the following non profits have you heard of? (check list)
____ Miracles of the Handicapped and Disadvantaged workers
____ March of Dimes
____ American Red Cross
____ Faith in Action
____ Habitat for Humanity
____ YWCA
____ Home sweet home ministries
____ Wish Bone Canine Rescue
For each that you are aware of, what do you think of them?
Please describe your impression briefly under the organizations.
Would you be interested in volunteering for Faith in Action? Why or why not?
Media Behavior
How do you most commonly learn about local efforts/fundraisers, etc.?
Think about the largest financial contribution you ever made to a charity or not-for-profit
organization. (You don’t need to reveal amount!!) – what caused you to do that? Was it a
special appeal? – a personal request?...
What do you feel is the most effective way for a charity or not-for-profit organization to
approach you for donations?
Have you ever seen any FIA advertisements/what should FIA do to reach more people?
What should Faith in Action do to increase donations and volunteers?

Appendix B:
Copy Test Method and Results

Copy Test Method
The goal of the Copy Test was to evaluate the effectiveness of the posters that would be placed
in the community while also testing the overall hierarchy of design elements in how they speak
to the target markets. Each Team member did two tests specifically for individuals within our
target markets. Each interviewee was given one of two different designs to test message
penetration and followed up with the second poster to test for differentiation between design
elements. Overall there were 6 tests with Poster A first and 6 more with Poster B first. Review to
Exhibit A2 for the script and examples tested.
Overall the responses exhibited a strong brand recognition and purpose of organizational efforts
and purpose within the community. Information was easily sourced in the design. Visually, it
was appealing and easily noticed. On the other hand, the Photographic choice of an elderly
woman with a child created a small amount of dissonance as it did not seemingly correlate with
adults helping adults. With these and other insights we were able to better create these posters to
share our message but also reevaluate our other designs to be better tailored to their purpose.
Copy Test Results
The results of the copy test indicated a preference for poster B over our original poster A.
Because of this, we chose poster B for our campaign. This was based off of the fact that the
brand recognition was much better for poster B. Six out of six people were able to recall the
name Faith in Action from poster B, and four out of six people were able to recall FIA from
poster A. When people were asked what the main message of the ad was for, six out of six
people recalled that it was for helping the elderly from poster B as well as poster A.
After conducting the copy tests we made a few changes to our poster. We stuck with the black
box around the “volunteer we need you” slogan, however, we decided to change the picture that
was the background of the poster. Our copy test results informed us that the picture of the child
with the elderly woman was a little confusing. Because of this, we changed it to a woman and an
elderly lady. We feel that this is a better representation of what FIA does and represents.
Therefore, it will help get our message across.

Exhibit A2- Copy Test Script
Faith in Action
Poster Copy Test
Show Poster A/B (45 Seconds)
1. Please write down everything you can recall about this ad:
2. Please list the brand/organization the ad was for:
3. Please describe the main message of this ad:
4. What does this organization do?
5. What do they need volunteers for?
6. How likely would you be to donate or volunteer after seeing this ad?
Show Poster A/B (45 Seconds)
7. What did you like/dislike about the ad?
What would you change?
8. What ad do you like more? Why?

Exhibit A2.1- Poster A

Exhibit A2.2- Poster B

